Native American Water
Protecting Tribal Nation’s Water and Energy Resources

SAFETY OF DAMS
To reliably and efficiently deliver electrical power to authorized power consumers and users by operating, maintaining and rehabilitating power system infrastructure on each project including: power generating facilities, power substations, electrical switching stations, transmission lines, distribution lines and deteriorated infrastructures.

WATER AND POWER
Delivery of water consistent with applicable State and Federal law, in an environmentally responsible and cost-efficient. Provide electrical power to authorized power consumers and users by operating, maintaining and rehabilitating power system infrastructure on each project including: power generating facilities, power substations, electrical switching stations, transmission lines, distribution lines and deteriorated infrastructures.

Find your next steps to a brighter more fulling future!

CAREERS

- Agricultural Engineer
- Biological Science Technician
- Biologist
- Civil Engineer
- Equipment Operator
- Hydrologic Technician
- Irrigation System Operator
- Surveying Technician
- Utility System Repair Operator
- Welder